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Absttact Ideas in psychology ate often criticized as being
dominated by the spirit and the model of secular and liberal
'Western thinking. They are frequendy deemed to bring bias

when applied to analyze the psychological problems of
human beings in the context of other cultutes, especially in
the context of Islamic culture. This paper investigates

Indonesian Muslirn scientists' offer of an alternalive of
gtand theory in psychology formulated from a more
balaaced paradigm called digious anthropocenttic
psychology. Indonesian Muslim scientists develop this
paradigm as an attempt to coflstruct spiritual-religious
psychology or Islamic psychology. The paper describes an
increasing a\r/areness among those Muslim scientists to
develop theories of humanistic psychology with spiritual
and religious values. This kind of psychological theory
seems to be the basis for so-called Islamic psychology.
Furthermore, in addition to its reference towatd the
anthropocentric paradigm, this kind of psychology also
refets to the religious-Islamic values, theo-centric or God-
centtic.
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Introduction
The discourse of psychology cannot be sepatated from three

mainstreams recently tecognized as ^rt established theory of
psychology, psychoanalysis by Sigmund Fteud, behaviorism by JB
Watson afld BF Skinnet, and humanism by Abraham Maslow. These
three remarkable streams, irrespestive of conftoversies over them, yet
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still exist and even remain committed to their views. Moreover, in rater
developmen! each raises new streams in the field of psycholo-g1r.

Looking at the history of.emergence of the,rheoi., 
"fprillrology,those three streams cannot be detached from the gr"l*tf, ,nadevelopment of Western culture after the rising mive*.rt 

"f\enatttanle aod Aufklaerurg. Basically, all ideas i"l pry.fr"f"gy 
"r.dominated by the spirit u.td th. *"d.i of secular and liberal westem

thinking. Therefore, they often bring bias when appliea ,o rrrrtyi. ,lr.psychological problems of human beings in the context of other
culrures, especially in the context of Ish#c culhue. The most distinct
bias can be seen in Western psychology theory that does not base itstheoq, on spirirual-religious ,ror-r;"Lrtead, it is based on rhe
speculative views about the human.

The cdticism toward. the bias of gnnd theory of thinking inmodern Wcstern psychology is also r"aised by \\ir..,.rn scientists
T:msey:s, as expressed by Gotdon Westland in his book Curent
criset 

.of Pychokg. He statei that the westetn psychologicar theoriesexperience various . crises: usefulness, hbtr"tory " pUtoropf,y,
professional, pu blication, ethic, and res olution. I

Based on th-ose problems, Muslim scientists are motivated to offeran alternative of grand theory in psychology which is formulated fromthe paradigm of Islamic fryitr"togy. tn tti, paper, rhe author ,ri., ;;offer a model rhar can be used Is a b"si, f* tir. body oi iJuU.
psychology, namely igtigious anthropo cenrric pry.hology-irr;;;.
A Historical Overview of Vestern psychology

Just to gain a better undertanding of how gand theories inpsychology 
_developed, it needs to f,u." the toots of Westempsychology back to 

*. g** philosophy. The word..p.y.fr"fogy,,
itself is derived from the Greek *ord, .pry'.fr., gi. .trrf,1'^'"J^i;;"r,
(lit. "study'). psychology th,r, ,tr.t.j J, pu* of philosophy, andbecame an independ.lt air.rpline in much later development.

Mind was a central::-"" L chssicd.philosophy. plato and Aristotlewere among the frst philosophers *ho a.""topea ,fr.*i.r-"Jia*,about the mind. plato, was positive in that body and mind are twoseparate entities, and mind could exist ._r.n ,ft r d.^th. H;, h;;*.r,developed a perspective saying that education can bring changes to the

i.;:*:

I Gordon westland, Curent cius ofpgcbobgg-ondon: Heinemann Educational BooksLtd, 1978), pp. 1t-r6.
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basic nature of the mind. The discipte of Plato, Aristode also

Dromoted the concept of body-mind duality.He believed, however,
'that of each of these ii the manifestation of the othet. Furthemrore, he

was pessimistic about the role of education in changing the

fundamental oature of humans-2

The relation between body and mind was also of important

.o...ror' of non-Greek philosophers' For examPle, Rene

Descartesalso subscribed to the concePt of body-mind duality as

developed by Greek philosophets as such' He noted, howevet, that

there ii an uninterrupied transaction between the body and the mind.

His background as a French philosopher and mathematician, who

originateJ the Cartesian system of cootdinates of the coordinate

g.o=*.oy, seems to have contributed to his ideas about the body-mind

duality.r

John Locke, a British philosopher and psychologist of the

eigtrteenth century AD, developed an idea that koowledge has a close

relationship with the empirical experience, and that thinking is not

innate. He argued that the mind of a newly-botn child is like a clean-

slate on which .nything can be written. Locke futther argued that

knowledge occurs only when the sense ofgans interact urith the outer

world.a
One, in fact, should note that these two ideas, the body-mind

duality and the 'clean-slate' mind, have been the strong toots of
Western psychology for many decades. It was not until the twentieth

century thai several prominent Westem psychologists, especially Cad

Gustav Jung and Abraham Maslowattempted to break ftee ftom the

tenets of these strong-held, long rvorking concePts-

A new development took place to psychology in the twentieth

century AD. Several points of evidence can be laid here- E.H. Weber, a

German scientist, attempted a scientific approach in the study of the

mind by his finding of the quantitative telation betrveen stimulus

intensity and the resultant sensory experience. This kind of approach

2 For more information, seeJohn Heil (ed.), Pbilwoplry of fulind A Guide and Anlhologlt

(Oxford; New York Oxford University Press, 2004).

3 See Rene Descartes, Descafies: Philosophical L.etterr, translated and edited by Anthonv
Keony (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1970).

a A good discussion about the ideas and writings of Locke can be found in Jean S.

Yoltoo, Jolta l-.oeke: A Duetiptiu Bibliograpfu (Bristol: Thoemmes Prcss, 1998).
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'fr/as later popular as the Weber's law. Almost in the same period, G.T.
Fechner, who is called the fathet of quantitative psychology, coined

psycho-physics which is the quantitative study of extetnal structutes

and sensory expetience. Then came Darwio udth his revolutionary
'odgin of species'which influenced psychology and human thought.

It was not until the lust decade of the 20'h Century AD that
psycholiogy expetienced new development. Ivan P. Pavlov, a Russian

psychologist, made a path breaking finding when he was studying the
digestion process in dogs. Before the experimental dog was given food,
a be'll was sounded. When this was repeated several times, the dog
started salivating the very moment it heard the bell sound. Pavlov
called this the conditioned reflex. This was one of the gteatest findings
that made radical changes in the field of psychology.

There are several remarkable schools of psychology, including
Structuralism, Functionalism, Freud and Psycho Analysis, Alfted Adler
and Individual Psychology, J.rng and Analytical Psychology,
Behaviorism, Gestalt Psychology, and Humanistic Psychology. In
terms of Structuralism, Titchner and his followers said that conciseness
can be analyzed into three-sensation, perception and feeling.
Titchner and his followets are called structuralists and their main
method for study of mind was introspection. In relation to
Functionalism, lfilliam James, the father of American Psychology,

J.R.Angels andJohn Dewey argued that psychologists should study the
function of the mind and not its structure. These gtoup of
psychologists are called functionalists.

Freud and Psycho Analysis owes much to Sigmund Freud of
Vienna. Considered as the father of modern psychology, he originated
a new method called the Free Association Technique. Freud
considered that mind has three parts-the conscious, the pre-conscious
and the unconscious. He considered that 90'h of the mind is the
unconscious mind. He argued that Id (unconscious mind) is the seat of
repression, and instincts. Freud further considered that behind any
behavior is the libido energy. He didded the personal-ity into three-id,
W, and rilperegl- Of these, Id goes after pleasure and thus is said to be
governed by the pleasure principle. Ega which is the organized pat of
Id is driven by the Reality Principle. Sil?eregl connects the id to the
extetnal wotld and is considered the conscience. Later, Erich Frome,
I{aran Horney, Edk Erikson, Harry Sullivan and Otto Rank improved
upon the ideas of Frued and so they are called Neo Fruedians.
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: The Discourse of lslomic psychology

In relation to Alfred Adler and Individual Psychology, Alfred
Adler gave the focus to soc{ety because he thought that since we are
social animals we should give emphasis on social factors. Ftre argued
that, the will to power and superioriry are thus more important than
sex or will to pleasure. So, the individual will try to overcome the
deficits he has or he thinks he has. He will try to show superiority or
ambition. Inferiority complex is the most important conicept Adler
added to psychology. His psychology is called Individual Psychology.

The so-called Jung and Analytical Psychology owes much to Cad
Gustav Jnng. Like Adler, he was in the psychoanalytical camp in the
beginning, but later parted vrith Freud to create his own (school oQ
psychology called the Analytical Psychology. He dismissed the
Freudian theory that the only motive that drive the unconscious is sex.

Jung extended the concept of the unconscious beyond the individual.
Thus he said that there is a collective unconscious besides the
individual unconscious. He postulated that the racial memory of
centuries is precipitated in the unconscious of each individual.
Accotding to him, the main ingredient of the collective unconscious is
the archetype.

John B. Watson, also o[ America, proposed Behaviorism in
psychology. He argr.red that psychologists as scientists should study
observable human nature and not the concepts like mind and
consciousness. He and his follorvers tried to .*plain behavior based on
stimulus and response. They are called behaviorists and their school of
psychcilogy is called behaviorism. Tolman, Hull and B.F. Skinner are
the later behaviorists. Skinner originated operant conditioning which is
one of the most used techniques for psychological therapy toJay.

Gestalt Psychology was a reaction to the ovei emphasis of
reductionistic methods in psychology. The gestalt psychologists were
against this blind reliance on analysis and reducrionLm. The| believed
that behavior should be understood in a holistic way. Max !6rtheimer,
rMolfgang Kohler, I(urt Kafka were the frst proponents of this school

'psychology.
In developing Humanistic Psychology as a school of psychology,

some psychologists believed that neither .Fmed et ;l rror ih.
behaviorists could include the complexity and uniqueness of man their
studies of psychologl. So a $oup of psycholcgists gave human
experience more importance and they aie called hum-anists. They
argued that man is a subjective animal. The humanists counted that the

JOURNAL OF INDONESIAN ISLAM I^ . .
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motives for development and to become perfect are more important
than sex, power etc. They brought back the dig"ity of man thai Frued
and others undigniFred.

They denied Freudian unconscious or behaviorstic envkoament as
the ultimate basis of behavior and said that man is not a slave of either
the unconscious or the situation. Gestalt psychology, Indian psycho-
logy, PsychOlogy 9f Consciousness, En.oitonmental' psychology, f"r,
Psychology are the schools of psychologr that ,rL irr.l,li.d i'
Y:*."dlo: _ 

psychology. Gordon W Allport, Carl Rogers, and
Abraham Maslow are some of the earry proponents of liumanistic
psychology.

Despite the aforement-ioned remarkabre schools of westem
psychology, there are three majot forces in modern lTestern
psychology for their great influences, Freudian psychoanalysis,
behaviorism, and the Humanistic psychorogy. Freudian psy.hoanaiysis
and the offshoots from it are considered the First Force in psychology.
This has been very dominant in the earlier part of the 20th .."t".y u.rt

las grven $/ay to rhe second force in p.y.hology called behaviorism.
Currently, behaviorism is also slowly reaching its end. Slowly, holistic
and more natural ways are comi'g to the main stream. This is the third
force- in psych_ology-the Humanistic psychology. Many experts foresee
that by the fust or second decade oi the ii', ..rrory, humanistic
psychology will become the dominant major force. This is because that
man will slowly come to realize that the origin of bliss is in himself and
so Man will turn to himself for truth, beauty, happiness, success, and
achievement. Neither Freudian psychology nor Belaviorism can be of
definite help in this stage.

The Emergence of Islamic psychology
In the Islamic wodd,_Islamic psychology as a new srudy approach

was first introduced in 1975 by Association of Muslim Social Scientists
(AMSS). N{ore specific studies were conducted at the International
Symposium on Islam at the University oFfuyadh in 197g. Among the
various studies, the most.ioteresting one is the study condu.,.i Uy
Malik B. Ba&i. In his article, later published in a book entitred r/e
Di/enma 0f \rclim Pychologists,s he reveals a number of philosophical
and practical defects of Western psychology, especially against the
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s Nlalik B' Badri, Tbe Ditenrua of Mulin pychohgi:ts (I.ondon: M\I7H Londoa
PubLishers, 1 979).
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: The Discourse of lshmic Psychology

theory of psychoanalysis and behaviorism. His thought was then used

as the st;ting point of the revival movement of Islamization of
psychology, which in its development carries out a discrpline ealled

iri^*i. psychology. Although in the tradition of Islamrc study the

discourse on psychology has been conducted by Abdul Aziz al-Quusf
and Musthafa FahmiT, both are still inuoducing Western psychological

theories to Muslims and have not tried to get closet to the values of
Islamic religiosity.

The rise of Islamic psychoiogy discoutse is empiricall' inspired by

various ideas. First, the modetn Western psychology approach is seen

to be very partial and artificial in viewing the human narure, bringing

many crises. Second, the Western psychology theory is deemed to have

denied the God factor in exploring knowledge- Third, thc Qur'an and

Hadth as the sources of Islamic study are believed to be having many

more comprehensive concepts of humanity which are different from

the concept of Westem PsychologY.
This teligrous idea makes the discoutse on the psychoiogy come to

a point of performance more intensively. Therefore, Reflecting on and

deducing the Qur'anic text needs to be conducted in this respect. Two
verses from the Qur'in deserve citation. First is the verse (Qur'in
17:82) which says: "O Mankind, indeed has come to thec the iessons

from thy Lord as therapy for diseases (which are) in tl-re chest as a

guide and mercy for the believets." Second is another verse (Qur'an

41:44),urhich teads: "San the Qur'aa is t.he guide and thc antidote for
those who believe."

There are, at leas! three interpretadons that can be drawn ftom the

paragtaph above. First, the Qut5n contains a variety of knowledge and

science that needs to be explored, and used as a guide as well as the

base for all scieoces in Islam. Second, among those knowledge and

science is a method of therapy against a vanety of psychological
ptoblems, which in such a verse (Qur'an 17:82) is symbolized as a

dii;ease that dwells in the chest. Thld, the proof of someone's faith is
matked by his or her belief in the Qur'an as a guidance and mercy for
all human activities, including activities in formulating science.

6 Abdul Aziz al-Quusy,Ilna Jiwa flakarta: Bulan Bintang 1954).

7 Musthafa Fahmi, knhatan Jiwa dalan kluaqa, Sekolah, dan Magarakat (]akarta: Bulan
Bntang,1.917).
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Responses of Indonesian Muslim Intellectuals

Towards the Gmnd Theory of Modern Western Psychology

The fundamental weakness of the grand theory of modem

western psychology stems ftom the philosophical views about human.

This theory tendi to determine and reduce human existence and

strongly'disclaims divinity values (deiry) 1 building theory' As Ba&i

,.g,.r.f,; the grand theory of Westem psychglogy h,as- two. fundamental

*Jukt.rr.., First, Western psychologists disregard the significance of

understanding the relationihip between human and the Creatot'

Moteover, tt.y rrrrrprrently place God outside the thought of most

contemporary'Wert.in psychtlogists and- therapists' Therefore' any

.on..p,, or theories that they build are biased' Second' the logical

.orru.i.r*.. of the fitst view is, then, that the gmnd theory.of modem

Westein psychology does not have the so-cal1ed spifit and soul. The

formulatiln of the- theory is only based on the tesults of studies of

people who suffered psychological disorders such as hysteda and

,,.*or.r, and of experiments on-animals. This in turn will tesult in the

"dry psychology"; soulless and pathological' \gith the two fundamental

rr,"^k r.r..r, the gtand theory of modern psychology would have

applied biases, especially rxrhen used 
-to 

ptovide solutions and thetapy

ol rrarioot human psychological problems'

Badri stated that the psychoanalysis theory of the determination of

unconsciousness is [ragit., having no solid foundation, and

furthermore cootrary to Islam. He further argues thlt the

psychoanalysis theoryis very much based on the "arm chait" theodes

""hi.h ate subiective, historical hypotheses speculative, aod- do not

have adequate scientiltc standatds.e In addition, the fundamental

rveakness of th. th.ory of psychoanalysis lays in its philosophical views

about Man and reli$on. Psychoanalysis views that human beings ate

essentially influenced by the energy of dynamic unconsciousness

d.riven by ,.*od libido energy (aggressive and erotic potential)' "

Iv{oreovei, the psychoaoalysis vievz drat one's religiosity is a symPtom

of neurotic disordet can be regarded as a kind of atheism, and can

endanger Mankind. Ahmad Ibrahim Syauqi argues that psychoanalysis

8 Malik B. Badn, Dihna Ptikobgi Mulia S:lkarta: Pustaka Fi;daus, 1996), pp' a-5'

'Ibid., p. 18.
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theory has distorted the truth, because it is built on the wrong basis,
totally denying the existence of God.10

The fundamental weakness of stimulus-response behiviodsm
theory is that it reduces human existence as to ionsider human as
robot or inanimate objects that can be formed and conftolled at will.11
Human i.p seen to have a neutral image with no freedom of action and
potential. They cannot develop and do the activities unless with stimuli
from the environment. surrounding them. Such views cready
underestimate human existence, and are therefore contrary to the
principles of Iilam that place humans as having innate nature. '

Humanism as another theory despite having a more advanced
view of human, in reality, also has many weakn.rrl. Th. fundamental
weakness of the humanistic stream is that it is too optimistic on
humans, ov-ervalurng the role of human and negrecting tir. .*i.t.rr..
and role of God. Humanistic theory is eventui'lly .right up in the
psychology insights rhat are too antropho-centric, p,,ruig h"rnans at
the center of all experiences and relations as the main delrminant of
all events and activities. Based on this reason, the human in humanistic
view has the attributes of self-determining beings as well as the center
of relatedness.l2

- Hassan Langgulung, an Indonesian psychological scholar, criticizes
the gtand theory of modern lTestern 

-prychJogy.l3 
Firs! all the

ideology of modern western psychology is not rea$'a soul review, buta study of the effect of the soul, namely the behavior. I7estern
psychology does not at all discuss what the soul is, whethet or not
there is soul and where they come from. Therefore, Western
psychology is more'accutately classified as behavioral-scienie and not
the science of the soul- Further criticism is oriented towards the originof human nature. Psychoanalysis descdbes humans as being always
tesponsive to the nee{ls: controlled by impulses from within, iicl.rdi.g
libido ot sex ddves. Behaviorism i, or."r positioning human rvhen

I0 As quoted in Fuad N,."bo..,Meml,angm pmatligma psiAotogi ltlani ffogyakarta: Siprcs,
1994), p. a0.

tr RaymondJ' Carvisi (ed.) EnEclEettia of pychotog (2"a Edition, vol. 1),pp. 149-165.
t2 Nashort, Membangrn paadigma, pp. 77-g0.

l1ililT 
Langgulung, Tnn Teoi Kesebatan Mental Qakarta: pustaka al-Husna, 1996), pp.
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studying human behavior. This is because it bases its study of human

behaviot on scientific method, controlling their behaviot'

Islamic Psychology and. the Islamization of Sciences in
Indonesia

The debate about the criticism toward the weaknesses of Westem

psychology and the search fot paradigm of Islamic Psychology has also

tecome'the coflcefn of Muslim scientists and scholars in Indonesia.

This debate stems from the rampant Islamization movement of
sciences, which subsequently enters the area of psychology. Among the

figures who can be consideted as pioneers in Islamization of science in

Indonesia is Hidayat Nataatmadja and AM Saefuddin. Both argue that

in order to minirnize the bias of Westem gtand theory of science,

Muslim scientists must construct theories of science by using the

paqadigm of revelation; with the Qur'an and Sunnah as main

refetences. In his book entitled Menegakkan Jiwa Agana Dalam Dunia

Islam (Enforcing Religiout Ufe in the Muslirn lYorlQ, Nataaimadia

patticulatly expresses his optirnism that Islam would bare a new

paradigm in science.la

From the debate about the Islamization of Sciences, there ate

efforts among Indonesian Muslim scientists to further study

psychology, and encourage the development of the Islamization

movement of psychology. The movement got a great response from
some psychologist in Indonesia. lvlany scientific Papers have been

produced to examine various psychologies from ao Islamic

perspective, such as one by Flanna Djumhana Bastaman. Bastaman's

paper oudines his views about Islamic psychology, wich are latet

published in a book entided Intregasi Ptikohgi Dengan klarn: Menuju

Psikobgi kkni (ntregation of Pycholog and klarz: Towar* Islamic

Pychologfi.EIn his book Membangun Paradigma Pikologi lilanl6 (Bailding

the Paradign of klanic Pgchobg), Fuad Nashori extensively expresses his

ideas about Islamic psychological thought in both global and national
scale. In addition, in describing his*thoughts on psychology, he also

ra Hidayat Nataatmadja, Menegakkan Jiwa Agana dalam Dznia Islam (llandung fusalah,

1e83).

ls Ilanna Diumhana Bastaman, Ifiegrasi P:ikobgi dtngan lilam: Ltunlt Psikologi lilani
(Yogyakarta: Pustaka Pelajar, 1983).

tc Nashoti, Membangtn Pradigna..
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:"d*9 "Kemungkinan Mcrnbangun psikologi eur,ani,, (..The
Possibility of Developing Qur'anic Psychology,).r8 Throrrgh this
scientiFrc work, Turmudzi rcveals that the .t .u-. of prylhology
(particulary psychoanalysis and behaviorsm) are not r"tirfo.tory i.,
explaining the concept of 'human'. Therefoie, he argues that Muslim
scientist should have tried to build a human .on..pt based on the
Qur'in- Turmudzi also recommends that all the exiting psychological
theories need to be assessed and veri.fied through-academic'and
scientihc dialogs and should openly embrace tt e principte of academic
communaliry. Budhi Munawar Rahman also writes an article entitled
"Situasi Eksistensial dan Realisasi Diri: psikoanalis pasca Freudian clan
masalah spirinral" ('Existentral Situation and Self Realization: Post
Freudian Psychoalaysis and Spritual Issues,).re Similarly, in this work,
Rahman aiso offers a concept of existential humanistic psychology.
According to Rahman, the new psychoanalysis developei iy Erich
Ftomm could be the fust srep roward SuFrsm, which is i step i.,to th.
yorld 3f.-mystical expedence. In addition, in his article .ketangka
D1s_ar Psikologi Islami" ("The Framework of Islamic psychology),zo
Atif lTibisono Adi also states the impotance of understandirig the
nature of tational-objective, and developing an intuitive-subj.-.t,o.
method. As a result, the understanding human psychology .r, b. done
in a comprehensive and cumulative thiough Islamic vierri.

The Discourse of lslomic psychology

writes an atti.cle eatitled'?sikolog Islami: Sebuah perspektiF' ('Islamic
pry-e:l9gy as A Perspective") in which he reveals why it is nelessary
to build an Islamic psychology.l7 For him, there are, at least, rwo
fundamental reasons in this tegard. First, and foremos! is that Isiam
has its own views about people, which can be extracted from the
Qur'an arid Sunnah. Second, the modern Western grand theory of
psychology is in crisis and biased, thus requfuing alternative thinking as
solution.

Audith M. Turmudzi presents a number of ideas in his work

r7 Ibid., p. xx.
18 Audith N{. 'furmudhi, "Kcmungkinan lvlembangun psikorogi 

eur,ani,,, in Ibid., pp.
11-19.

le Budhi Nlunawar ltahman, "Studi }iksistcnsiar dan Rearisasi Diri: psikoanalisis pasca
Freudian dan N{asa.lah Spiritualits,,' in lbid., pp 19_27.
20 Arif Wibisono Adi, ..Kerangka l)asar psikologi Islami,,, in Ibid., pp. 27-35.
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Another series of Indonesian Muslim inte,ecnrals pray also animportant role to the development of trtr_i. psy.hology.diJ."".r. o,Indonesia' Those scholars ,rcrude Sukanto rutu, soRr n"t ro.rr".rgr,Ahmad Salim Sungkar, Djamaludin ar.oi, and Subandi. in., O.generally not onry provide- a critique of l,estern psychorogy theories,but also try to offer ideas for.the d.rr.loprrr.rrt of psycholofr.ri ,i*o.ythat can be adaptive to the values of trl"-i.i.aching.
Crafting Religious Anthropocentrism as a
Psychology

,r"f.Tri$:H?rhe 
various biases and crises of_the grand theory of

ffi ,.;.0;.';"i':,,t,l:lX'."fl,'r.'ff {:i!,."i#mt::::T;*j;on empirical-positivistrc prrrag_ (as"in the t.ory "f pry.fr"r"Ay.i,and behaviorism which t.rrd toi. ieterministic u.ri i"r,lrrlrrrrr,i.l 
"rraon empirical-humanistic paradigm (as humanis,i. pry.t "f"| ,U.,tends to be too anthropo-ientric), Uui also rrters to religr.ous spiritualparadigm, the source of *hi.h'rr. tuk.., trom the spirit of God,srevelation.

, . P.y -1H"g anthropo-rerigrous centric paradigm as a foundation ofthinking in consrructing psychology the;ry, the theory of Islamicpsycholog;r expects tryt p.y.fr"fogill tn.ories could be developed insuch away t'at it understands ,rri pfr.", ,fr" ,r",,rr,, ,""iffir"r,especially in relation ro the creato, oi trri, uruvefse. That human haveextraordinary intellectual capacity with broad freedom and that humanbehavior is crucial i. .rr.ry .*", l"-r".ial life must be admitted
yhilosog.hlc.ally, empirically and religiously. Moreover, the eur,in itselfhas explicitly introduced thrt humi'n i. ih. ,.pr..enradve of God on
ir.t! (Q"1an 33:72),.anrl_is perfectly formed (eur,an 95:4), has thefreedom for acdon 

eur,an i:,lt;,'rrJim the gift of knowledge(Qur'an 2:3_1-4). A, of these are p*ui.t with the humanistic viewHowever' this does not mean th.t t^h. Ipramic concept about human isanthropo-centric as the concept of humanistic ideology argues, sinceanthropo-centric r.'iew *::ld U. y.V.".l io pro,ria" opportunities forpeople to make itself as ,,the 
sole j.r"rri.ri.r"rr, of a sovereigni ty,, and"omnipotence,, in the human 1.".1. Fr;.

^., 
th.opo -..n *. i.lo -es a s rrons ..pir^ uoiTL'?.iiffi ;:f fi"$construction, it certainly would ""*.t,ra. 

urra d..ry the existence oftranscendental relationship between ff,f"., ,rra GJ. M;r;";^;;*

Feature of Islamic
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aspects such spifit and metaphysical relationships between human

beings (creatures) to God (Creator) ate excluded from the scientific

nsvchological atea-zlt ' Irlu*"does not reiect the anthtopo-centric view- That is why the

fnessage of God is linked to the creation and to the inauguration of

human as khaffah f al-ard or the representative of God on eafth

(Qur'an 2:30). This deserves an understanding which develops two

iiuoiogt, namely: the inaugutal statement that unlicenses Man

(Adam;, as the khanfah f al-ard can be understood as a manifestation of
efforts to raise the dignity of human because o[ various advantages

compared with othet creatures. This kind of undetstanding can be

defrned as being anthropo-centric. In addition, such a verse should also

be understood that the Man is a creadon of God among many other

creatures. The position of Man as a creature of God with the

obligation to worship Him (Qur'an 51:56) indicates that the meaning

of human existence must be sought from his telationship as human

with the Creator. This understanding leads to the development of basic

principles conveying Allih as the only God (ta-abbadl,the One to tely

on (tawakkul), the One to ask for hope and bet (rE'i) and the One to

whom human will be back to (ruji' or Inabah). This way of
understanding can be interpreted as a theo-centric, ot more expliciry

God-centric. Thus, it is clear that in Islam the concept of psychological

perspectives does not only tely on the concePt of theo-centrism

tfrint i"g but also on the integration of Man and God. Such integration

is the key view of anthropo-religious-cenftic paradigm.

Developing psychology based on religious anthropo-centric

paradigm does not mean constructing a psychological theory departing

from zero, but still takes the strength of Western psychological theory

which has been tested w'ith the Islamic concePt of texts contained in

both the Qut'an and Hadth. In othet words, the theory is more
directed to the framework of the development of so-called Isknic
ilaluu-baftd prycbolog, which more operationally provides greater

emphasis on the aspects of axiology than ontology and epistemology.

Operationally, the effort to construct the theory of psychology

based on the character of anthropo-teligious cenftic takes three
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patterns.z The f,trst Pattern is to flormulate the concePt of humans by

L".tly basing themselves on the Qur5n and F.Iadth' This caa be done '

tt roogt unde-tstanding the themahc terms in the QurIn and F'Iadth'

incLring naft $rttll), in"sane $.ntman), ba:ltar $vIao) ' al-nis (human being)'

fyan 6Jnty),'ra['1sod1, qalb (leart)' ar.d 'aql (*i"d)' These tetms' as

otfr..rl io ih. Qur'an ,.rd H^dth, have their own meaning and ate

multi-dimensional'': Therefore, to gain an understanding of human

.oo..p,. comprehensively, multi-"p"tt. studies are needed' The

,..o.h pattern i, to .*piore the iitamic wodd view on humans

through'&e depth and breadth of classical aod modern Islamic

thouiht. Muslirn-intellectuals from classical periods suchls Abu Balu

at-Ri?-i, Ibn Sini, al-Ghazifi, and Ibn Qa11'rm al-Jauzlfah already

devotedtheitenergytoundetstandpeoplewithdiffetentformulations.
In contemporary periods, there aie scientists try'ing to- understand

p."pf. -itt, aiff.t.nt derivations, such as Mohammad Iqbal' Ali
'St rdr,i, and Murtadha Muththahari' The third pattern -is 

by

,y"it *iri"g modern Western psychological views and the Islamic

.'on..pt oi Mr.r. The pattern of modem science becomes an

inspitauon to examine ,h. '"*" 
issue in view of the Qur'in and

H"dtir, as done by Muhammad 'Uthman Ndiad'2a Badri'2s and

Srrk"mio MM.26 Nijrfr's Islamic psychological theory elabotates the

views of the Qurf,n and Hadth of psychological terms' emotion' and

psychotherapyi fU. third pattem is characterized by the thought that

,U'id.u, in isychology ,r. buttd on the insights from the Qur'an and

Hadth that ate relevant with terms of modern psychoJogl'

As a scientific discipline, the development of Islamic psychology

must be supported by scientific methods' Research methods used is

22 Fuad Nashori, Pikotogi Ishni; Agentta nennju Akti (t'ogyakarta: Pustaka Pelaiar,

1997),pp.2a-25.

23 M. Dawam Rahardlo, Easikhpetli al-Qnr'an: TaJsir Sosial Berdasarkan Konttp'konsep

Kunci Qakana Paramadina, 1996), p. 58'

2+ Muhammad .Uthman Nfifi,Al- par'in ua 'Iln at-Nafi @ekut:. Dir al-Shuruq, 1985).

See also ldem, al-Iladirb al-Nabaa.i wa'Iln at-Nafs @eirut Dir d-Shuruq, 1985).

25 lr,Ialik B. Badn, AlTalakkar min al-Mathihatla iti al-ShshuZ Dirarah Nof.nJrh Lila,,,-rah

(Kuala Lumpurt irt".rrotio.,"l Islamic Universitl'of Malaysia (IIUM)' 1987)'

26 Sukanto MM, Nafsiobgi: Reftki Anali:i Tentang Diri dan Tirykah L-akt (stttbaya:

fusalah Gusti, 1996).
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basically the same as the method of psychological reseatch in general.

However, when refering to the spititual-religious dimension, or relating

to the ruq (the texts of the Qur'an and Hadth), nevr relevant rqethods

are needed. Djamaluddin Ancok, in this case, suggests that in addition

to the experimental method, observation, questionnaites, interviews

and phenomenological teflections are used to construct psychology.

Thetefore, sense, ratio and intuition can be used as a tool.z1 Noeng
Muhajir offers conceprual-reflective-probabilistic-tentative methods-28

Hanna Djumhana, citing the opinion of Fted Kedinger, a{gues that in
efforts to develop an Islamic psychology, other methods such as the

method of authority and the method of intuition can be used in

addition to the method of science.

Conclusion
Psychology with anthropq-lsligious centric Pattern is an attemPt to

coflstruct spiritual-religious psychology or Islamic psychology.

Empirical-positivistic pamdigm and empirical-humanistic pamdigm
used as the foundation of the construct of modetn psychology have

raised the popularity of modem Western psychological theory. They
have spa',vned psychological theories in the spirit and mind (the mode
of thought) of liberal and secular Westem culture, however. Therefore,
there are many biases within modern Westem psychological theories
when applied to find an alternative solution to the problems of human
psychology in different cultures, especially in the cootext oF Islamic
culture.

This reality opens an awareness of Muslim scientists to develop
theories of humanistic psychology with spiritual and religious values.
For this pulpose, there is a need for new paradigm devoted as a basis

to develop a theory of psychology that in addition to its teference
toward the anthtopo-centric paradigm, it also tefers to the religrous-
Islamic values, theo-centric or God-centric. I

27 Diamaluddin Ancok and Fuad Nashori Suroso, Psikologi lilam: Soluti khm atas
Prvblen-Pnbhn Pikologi $ogyakarta: Pustaka Pelalar, 1995), p. 134.

a Noeng Muhadiir, "Metode Penelitian Psikologi IslamL' (?aper presented at National
Conference on Islamic Psychology, Suraliarta, $9a),p. a.
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